
 
 
Real So Cal-SCV, is proud to announce a new opportunity for our elite players. It is the club’s 
goal to place players on the appropriate team for their individual soccer development.  Keeping 
with that goal, for the upcoming season, Real So Cal-SCV will give the opportunity to some of 
our best players to train with the age appropriate Development Academy (DA) team at Real So 
Cal (in Woodland Hills) as a Development Player (DP). 
 
Being a DP in the RSC DA Program means that you will be registered to a Real So Cal-SCV 
club team, but you will be guaranteed a 3rd training day with the Real So Cal DA program.  Your 
primary team is your assigned Real So Cal-SCV club team and the DA is your 3rd Day training 
option.   
 
If you agree to this designation, it is required that all DP’s are in good standing with both the 
club (Real So Cal-SCV) and your assigned team.  Good standing with the club means you are 
fulfilling your financial agreement as well as volunteer hours.  You are also expected to have a 
positive attitude with all RSC and RSC-SCV coaches and teammates, work hard at training, and 
be an impactful player on the field for your RSC-SCV club team.  DP’s are not allowed to miss 
their Real So Cal-SCV team’s training for the DA unless the coaches of both teams decide to 
alter the training plan if it is best for the player and team.  Any failure to follow these guidelines 
or be an exemplary teammate on your assigned RSC-SCV team will mean you will no longer be 
eligible to be a DP in the RSC Academy Program. 
 
As a DP, you will receive a season long commitment to training and the following options are 
available for DP’s: 

- Training without being registered to the DA 
- Individual DP’s may get registered to the Academy w/ the potential to play games (up to 

12 a season) 
- Once registered, some DP’s may play in games, being registered is not a guarantee to 

play games 
- Some DP’s may possibly be converted from Part Time to Full Time based off their 

individual performance and the needs of the DA team.  This will only occur if appropriate 
for the individual RSC – SCV player while meeting the approval of both Club Directors. 

 
In case you have questions regarding the DA rules for DP’s:  

- If asked to register, DP’s cannot be registered until mid-October.   
- DP’s are eligible for up to 12 DA games  



- DP’s are not bound by any of the US Soccer DA rules, they are eligible to play High 
School, ODP/Pro+, National Cup, tournaments, CRL and all other Cal South functions. 

 
Real So Cal-SCV is excited to provide their players with this opportunity.   
 
A few more important things to know: 
 

- The selection as DP will be discussed amongst the coaching staff (Head Coach of the 
team you’ll play for at RSC-SCV and the RSC-SCV Directors). Parents and players 
cannot ask to be designated as DP 

- If you play DA games before your High School season (in the Fall), and you plan to play 
for your High School, you’ll have to be released from the DA roster and won’t be eligible 
to play in the Spring 

- If you want to play for your High School, you will be allowed to do so, and you will be 
eligible to play DA games in the Spring 

- You will not be asked to play DA games if they conflict with your regular season team at 
RSC-SCV, unless your coach decides that it’s OK for the team that you miss one game 

- Age groups included in this are: 
BOYS 07, 06, 05, 03, 02/01 
GIRLS 06, 05, 04, 03, 02/01 

    
 
 


